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Thanks for your interest in UX for Development Shops: Declutter Your Interface, Design from 
Data, and Beat Your Competition with Products Your Users Really Want. 

Your free sample, from the ebook’s introduction and first 2 chapters, starts on the next page.  
It discusses how to get over mental roadblocks so that you can design great products for your 
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And you can do that by considering improvements you’re already making in your own job as a 
development agency owner, development manager or director, independent developer, or 
developer on a larger team. 

If you find this chapter useful, I would love for you to preorder the full ebook and share it 
with others in your network.  The full ebook will have an Owner/Manager edition, currently 
with 12 chapters, and a Team Member edition, currently with 9 chapters. 

- David Parmelee  
Owner & Digital Strategy Consultant  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Introduction

What this guide is

What follows is a comprehensive guide to user-centered design, written specifically for 
developers and anyone who works with them: development managers, development directors, 
owners of software companies, and the like. 

Several consultants who I respect have said that there is no perfect client.  Instead, according 
to them, we ought to educate people on how to be a good client for us.  To some extent, this 
guide is also for that. 

But here is one way that I got it all wrong in my first several years of consulting: 

I thought that there were only two ways to give people value.  One: make them a paying 
client.  Two: write complex proposals and answer long pre-sales emails for free as a “cost of 
doing business”. 

I had missed the importance of one-to-many communication that lets me give people value at 
scale, whether they hire me or not. 

We’re in the middle of a revolution in digital products.  Social media and mobile have forced 
us developers to rethink how we design interfaces.  Consumer-grade UI and UX are now the 
expectation users have in any product, even in enterprise products that provide solutions that 
their users can’t get anywhere else. 

My first goal, then, is to help your products climb that mountain.  To do this, I’ll need to lay a 
foundation of how to make better design decisions without exposing the implementation of 
your software to end users or continually tacking on every feature that the customers say 
they want.  And before that, I’ll need to change your understanding of who your users are. 

My second goal is to bring more value to your overall company.  I write this knowing that, if 
the advice is good and implemented, it will help you build a product that is more worth 
selling.  Like how a robust software architecture makes you able to implement good features 
faster, creating products that are more worth selling will impact every area of your company’s 
business: your own team, sales, marketing, support, HR, training, and so on.  If you’re 
reading this as a founder of a software company, my goal is to help you eventually sell your 
company for a higher price and/or make pivots that you think today are not possible. 

My third goal is to help your organization become more user-focused.  You won’t go from 
having zero UX people to having a full team of them overnight.  I’ll revisit how software 
developers are traditionally hired, describe how to train a more user-focused development 
team, and work with you through hiring considerations for UX professionals as employees or 
consultants. 
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What this guide is not

While this guide does need to lay out a process for user-centered design, and it discusses 
mine in several chapters as an example, I do not intend it as a book-length advertisement for 
my process or services.  Where possible, I cite others in my field. 

Several sections of this guide discuss UX maturity, a term from Jakob Nielsen of Nielsen 
Norman Group.  If your organization simply does not care what users think (Stage 1) or 
already has an in-house UX team or department (Stages 6-8), it is not my focus here.  Books 
like Human Factors International’s Institutionalization of UX focus on higher-maturity 
companies. 

Since this guide is more strategic than tactical, it does not provide low-level advice on how to 
pick one UI component over another.  Interaction design books like About Face get into those 
discussions. 

Lastly, new programming languages, libraries, and development processes arise constantly.  So 
that this ebook can stand the test of time better, it stays out of these discussions.  It tries to 
be as technology- and development process-agnostic as possible. 

The big ideas

Here is what this guide will cover: 

1. Chapter 1: “The user” most likely isn’t you, and he or she might not even be your 
customer.  We need to understand who your product’s users really are and what they 
really need. 

2. Chapter 2: The late majority has arrived, and users’ expectations for your product are 
rising - even if you insist you have no competitors.  Fortunately, you can find the key 
to improving your product in what you or your developers are already doing in their 
jobs.  

3. Chapter 3: Finding out who “the user” really is should inform every step of your 
product design process, ranging from validating your original product idea all the way 
through your analytics and roadmap. 

4. Chapter 4: Teardowns help you find weak points in your product and your 
competitors’.  This reverse engineering mindset, common in development, can also 
show you how to decide when to split or redesign your whole product.  Do teardowns 
from your users’ perspective, not your own. 

5. Chapter 5: Research and teardowns give you a great foundation for design, 
development, and product roadmapping.  You can use “quick wins” to start making 
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your development process more user-centered now and introduce larger-scale changes 
later. 

6. Chapter 6: A “refactoring mindset”, which you already apply in your code base, goes a 
long way in making your product easier to use and sell without having to wait for a 
redesign. 

7. Chapter 7: Listening to what current or potential customers say in a usability test 
helps more than letting them design the product for you, but watching what they do in 
a test is more effective. 

8. Chapter 8: Release notes are more about your users’ benefits than about announcing 
every little new thing or showcasing all of your team members’ accomplishments. 

9. Chapter 9: You should be just as concerned about conversion rates as a social startup 
or a SaaS company. 

10. Chapter 10: Sell your product based on what you’ve learned about your users rather 
than just presenting a feature list.  You can start this even before touching your 
product’s design. 

11. Chapter 11: Your development team can focus on your users without this being at the 
expense of focusing on good development. 

12. Chapter 12: You can hire more specialized UX help internally or externally.  You don’t 
need one UX person who specializes in everything, but you do need some basic 
knowledge in how to be a good client. 

Read this guide once straight through and then in parts as a reference book.  Read on to see 
how these techniques can help your team build great products. 
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Part 1: Know the Problem
Chapter 1: “Where are we?”
As a kid, my favorite stores in the mall sold computer games and computers.  Games and 
other software were generally shrink-wrapped in boxes much larger than the pile of floppy 
disks (later CDs) inside.  There would be aisles and aisles of these boxes of software, aimed 
mostly for consumers.   

Over time, these stores went largely online.  Physical media gave way to digital downloads.  
The brick and mortar stores that wanted to stay in business needed to start selling something 
else.  The aisles and aisles of PC software and the full aisle of Mac software became just a 
couple small displays with little foot traffic. 

In contrast, customized business software had a higher price and a more complex sales 
process.  It usually began by scheduling a demo or by showing it off at a trade show.  It 
involved lead generation specialists, salespeople, trainers, and support staff who helped 
make sure that new users had what they needed. 

Consumer software tended to involve less risk because of its typically lower cost.  People 
would be more willing to just buy it having never used it before.  If they didn’t like it, they 
didn’t have to keep using it.  Either way, the software company made all of the money that 
they were going to make off of that customer that year.  And if there weren’t any competing 
products that consumers could switch to and they would need more versions later, they would 
generally keep buying. 

More recently, consumers have been spending more of their time on free websites that give 
them most of what they need.  Search results.  A place to find what’s new with their friends.  
Communities.  Groups.  Jobs. 

New businesses that want more of consumers’ time have several problems. 

There’s the cost of switching from the platforms that these users are already using. 

There’s the cost and time of developing a product that is definitely better than what already 
exists. 

There is marketing. 

There is the problem of how to recoup their investment.  Users aren’t paying for the product, 
almost universally hate ads, and it takes a lot of traffic to make significant money. 

Further, users have too many choices. 

Seth Godin argues that the most important currency today isn’t money.  It isn’t time either. 

It’s attention. 
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Will your users pay attention to your product? 

If your company makes a thousand software products and people don’t pay attention to yours, 
your company can manage.  If your responsibility is to create a robust software architecture 
and you show that you’ve done that, you keep your job and move on to the next product.  
The process is essentially transparent. 

If you work for a smaller company with a few products (or only one), you know there’s more 
at stake. 

They lose a big customer. 

They don’t close a sale that they’re depending on. 

Suddenly they need to make difficult choices about which developers they want to keep and 
which ones they need to let go. 

And you might be looking for work again. 

So you have probably been pressured into making a feature geared to first-time users.   

And sometimes, it may feel to you like it’s only geared to first-time users.  “Are the users 
really this dumb?  Why do they need all this stuff?” 

I just typed “the user”, with double quotes, into Google and got over 219,000,000 results. 

As we work on interfaces, we might as well get 219 million mentions of “the user”. 

The term is often meant as an insult. 

The Jargon File has been part of computer science culture for over 40 years.  While it has not 
been updated in over 10 years as of this writing, it still has historic importance in explaining 
stereotypes of developers which, fair or not, persist to some extent today.  These definitions 
are from The Jargon File, v.4.4.7: 

“user: 

1. Someone doing ‘real work’ with the computer, using it as a means rather than an end. 
Someone who pays to use a computer. See real user. 

2. A programmer who will believe anything you tell him.  One who asks silly questions…. See 
luser.” 

3. Someone who uses a program from the outside, however skillfully, without getting into the 
internals of the program.  One who reports bugs instead of just going ahead and fixing 
them. 

“The general theory behind this team is that there are two classes of people who work with a 
program: there are implementors (hackers [programmers]) and lusers.  The users are looked 
down on by hackers to some extent because they don’t understand the full ramifications of 
the system in all its glory…” 
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Here’s “luser”: 

“[common] A user; esp. one who is also a loser. (Luser and loser are pronounced identically.) 
This word was first coined around 1975 at MIT. Under ITS, when you first walked up to a 
terminal at MIT and typed Control-Z to get the computer’s attention, it printed out some 
status information, including how many people were already using the computer. 

“It might print ’14 users’, for example. 

“Someone thought it would be a great joke to patch the system to print ’14 losers’ instead. 

“There ensued a great controversy, as some of the users didn’t particularly want to be called 
loser to their faces every time they users the computer. … 

“ITS died the death in mid-1990s, except as a museum piece.  The usage lives on, however, 
and the term luser is often seen in program comments and on Usenet….” 

Lastly, here is “user-friendly”: 

“adj. Programmer-hostile. Generally used by hackers [programmers] in a critical tone, to 
describe systems that hold the user’s hand so obsessively that they make it painful for the 
more experienced and knowledgeable to get any work done.” 

I realize that the Jargon File is humor.  However, it is still quoted as a significant staple of 
developer culture even today. 

There is still a notion of “either you are a developer or a user” persisting in many commercial 
products and development teams.  And definitions of a software developer’s job typically 
mention code and typically don’t mention users. 

Not surprisingly, there is still the notion of the user as a role, rather than as a human being. 

How do people see your product the first time they use it?

So in answering this question, we need to take away that abstraction of “the user” and flesh 
it out into a real person. 

And not all people are the same.  This is another pitfall I see. 

In IRS contracting, it was common to use UML diagrams and explain them with “and the 
taxpayer will do this.” 

What kind of taxpayer? 

Is Taxpayer Allison, who runs her own business and owns her own home, going to fill out her 
taxes in the same way as Taxpayer Bobby, who is paying his way through college while he lives 
in a dorm? 
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This starts to get us talking in terms of behaviors.  What if we go a level deeper? 

Where are Taxpayer Allison and Taxpayer Bobby going in their lives?  What are the real goals 
here? 

Taxpayer Bobby is trying to balance paying his way through college with enjoying life at 
college.  So he works summers in an internship related to his major and lives on campus so 
that he doesn’t feel like his whole life consists of studying.  Ultimately, he wants to start 
moving up in his field and providing for himself and possibly his family, and he’d like to do 
that without a mountain of debt. 

Taxpayer Allison is somewhat happy with where she is because she’s already gotten to the 
point where she has a roof over her head and her business is providing for her needs.  
However, like many other entrepreneurs, she’s putting in very long hours as she both serves 
her customers and takes care of back-office tasks.  She doesn’t really have time to do her 
own taxes, but at the same time she’s still doing them herself because she doesn’t have an 
accountant yet.  The accountant she wanted to hire has too much work right now.  Her 
ultimate goal is to have a great lifestyle business that allows her to work less and delegate 
tasks that she doesn’t see as her forte (like taxes). 

Both of these taxpayers have some goals in common.  No one wants to feel stupid using 
software.  That’s a nearly universal user goal.  But in Allison and Bobby’s case, we can say 
that both of them want to get away from drudgery, make their experience of paying taxes as 
quick and painless as possible, and hopefully end up with a good refund without having to pay 
or withhold a crippling amount of taxes during the rest of the year. 

So if the two of them are using a site related to their finances, they’re seeing it through that 
lens.  Not an abstract “the user” lens, but the lens of their real-life goals. 

Let’s use another example. 

Some software developers get into the field because they love working with technology so 
much, want to keep learning, and don’t care about the money. 

Other software developers get into the field because they want to make a good living while 
living anywhere, even if the cost of living is high.  Such is the case with Developer Chris. 

Chris lined up his first software development job with a big local company shortly before he 
graduated from college.  It paid a typical salary for entry-level developers. 

He was working in an open-office environment because his organization didn’t believe in The 
Joel Test.  Then Senior Developer Diana let him in on a secret of working in private industry. 

Diana told Chris that he was unlikely to get raises that kept up with inflation if he tried to 
work his whole career in their company.  The real bumps in pay, Diana explained, happen 
when we move between companies. 

So Chris (who possibly represents you) would use a website like Glassdoor not only wondering, 
“Are these companies good places to work?”, but also noticing, “Would they pay me what I 
should be earning?” 
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The impression “the user” (or, more accurately, Allison, Bobby, Chris, or Diana) gets when 
they land on the first screen of your website, app, or software product is like the first 
impression of an interview. 

Let’s say you wander into an interview.  You don’t really have your best performance.  You get 
a database design question and forget to put keys on any of the tables.  You get a coding 
question and leave several embarrassing bugs in plain view.  And your interaction with your 
would-be boss leaves him thinking that you don’t know what you’re talking about. 

I’ve been on both sides of many technical interviews, and I know that being nice only gets you 
so far.  Skills get you the job. 

So if they don’t know you from Adam, chances are that you’re not getting the job after that 
kind of interview performance - unless your interview was with a shop that was just desperate 
to hire anyone they could, which does happen. 

Your products have a similar need to make a solid first impression on their users.  It’s even 
more true for products that they don’t have to pay to use.  But even for a SaaS or a relatively 
low-cost product where people can switch away from your product without much of a second 
thought, you still need to pay attention to new users. 

And the Allison, Bobby, Chris, and Diana example? 

The examples were hypothetical.  But as you probably know, code needs to be data-driven.  
We have ways to make examples like Allison, Bobby, Chris, and Diana completely data-driven 
too without making you think it’s just Amber, Brett, Charlie, or Daisy who all sit down the hall 
in your office. 

I’ll explain that later in this chapter. 

First, let’s talk about UIs. 

Why is it bad to make the UI an afterthought?

When salespeople and marketers are trying to sell your software products, they aren’t 
thinking about the business logic that goes into all of that, the software design patterns, the 
data access layer, or what gets communicated between the client and the server. 

However, your success in your role as a developer often hinges on how well you implement 
these parts of the system. 

It also takes a non-trivial amount of effort. 

So the temptation for someone who implements a new feature is this: 

1. Focus very intentionally on getting the data modeling right and passing unit tests and QA. 

2. Slap a UI form or three on it to let the user get what they need out of this feature. 
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3. We’ve created the great technical solution that keeps us in business and given users a way 
to find it.  We’re done.  Ship it.  Sell it. 

Indeed, the “Slap a UI on it” approach has persisted throughout the history of software. 

First, some history (and About Face gives a lot more detail here): 

The first commercial GUI to come out was the Xerox Star in 1981.  Under development for 4 
years with a gargantuan spec and much prototyping and user testing, its developers had to 
push boundaries.  Some aspects of their workflow, like version control and IDEs, persist in 
software development today. 

Its “big design up front” spec wasn’t totally successful.  Many key features in it were not 
ultimately part of the product, and user testing debunked some of its key assumptions. 

The Star ultimately raised expectations for future computers and laid the groundwork for a 
personal computing revolution in Macs and PCs.   

However, as individual UI elements became more sophisticated and gorgeous UI libraries have 
become available off the shelf, it is easier to assume that using UI elements that are visually 
appealing will be as effective as having a product that has careful, empathetic thought 
behind its user flows. 

It is not so much a question of the user interface as it is a question of the user experience. 

But why is this bad? 

It makes users less productive 
Interfaces that require onscreen instructions, paper or electronic manuals, or training courses 
are not intuitive.  “Intuitive”, in describing software, is often synonymous with “usable”.   

However, this misses the full definition of “intuitive”.  People find intuitive products easier to 
use because these products work exactly as they expect them to work.  It doesn’t require 
conscious reasoning or understanding the implementation.  Without that taking over their 
thoughts, users of intuitive products can focus on doing the tasks at hand and accomplishing 
their goals. 

It makes software harder to learn 
The users have to invest a lot of their own time becoming good at using a system that is not 
intuitive.   

In enterprise, companies often have to employ full-time staff whose whole job is to train 
people in how to use their software.  The users have to schedule training sessions or travel to 
an onsite demo instead of being up and running quickly. 
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It ultimately costs your company more money 
By needing to have more trainers to train new users and more support people to deal with 
confused users, your company has more trouble keeping enough money off of a sale.   

This added overhead results in higher prices for your company’s products or lower profit 
margins for your company.  This means there is more pressure for your company to land big 
sales and less time that they can keep you employed if they fall on difficult times.   

(Yes, I just said it.  Creating a bad interface really can cost you your job as a developer - even 
if your performance reviews are great and you get solid recommendations throughout your 
company.) 

It makes your product harder to sell 
If prospective customers have a flow through your product that requires them to rely on their 
reasoning instead of their instinct, that makes them less likely to be convinced to switch to 
your product - especially if your product is a website, an app, or a software product that 
doesn’t provide an important, exclusive solution to an expensive problem.   

Remember, in the sales process, prospective customers are interviewing your product.  And 
you can generally expect that they have many other qualified candidates (or will before too 
long). 

It adds to maintenance and bureaucracy 
Software development moves forward because new frameworks and patterns come along and 
get rid of bureaucracy.   

I was amazed in college when a developer who was an unofficial mentor to me explained how 
in Java, you don’t have to code your own TreeMap; you can just use a library.  In my classes, I 
had been coding linked lists, trees, and other data structures myself.   

As a discipline, development has come a long way from the days of coding in binary and 
assembly language.  A big part of that is that as a profession, we tend to thrive by looking for 
good shortcuts.  But users still need the long way around whenever we have to make a user 
manual.  You have to write instructions and other documentation and update them whenever 
the interface needs to change.  And that takes away time from the more interesting parts of 
your job. 

Figuring out what is really wrong is staggeringly difficult 
Training staff tend to have actual users to use as data sources.  But without a background in 
user modeling, piecing it all together feels very fragmented or involves faulty segmentation 
(e.g. by job role or size of company instead of actual behavior).   
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People without access to users have even less at their disposal.  All they can do is guess, and 
usually those guesses are tainted by the fact that development teams have very intimate 
knowledge of their own software.  Their users don’t. 

Why isn’t the UI the “easy” part of product development?

Software teams generally do appreciate the complexity and difficulty of creating a robust 
software architecture. 

A junior software developer might think of her work as a module that lives within a bigger 
product - but still mostly as a module.  She’s responsible for a feature or a file or a range of 
files.  It is like an office worker being responsible for the appearance of his own office. 

As she gains more experience, our junior developer may eventually become a software 
architect.  This is like an office worker being responsible for the design of his entire office 
building.  But our developer has to deal with a key difference: the building is always 
changing.  The office worker has to work primarily with three dimensions: height, width, and 
depth.  Our developer-turned-software architect also has to deal with time in her “building”.  
She has to think of how the building can accommodate any of these questions: 

1. What if my product eventually has to be 100 times bigger than it is today? 

2. What if my team needs to be able to make changes to our product in half the time it takes 
us today? 

3. How do we accommodate new features that might or might not be part of our product 5 
years from now? 

Her work would involve collaborating with businesspeople to understand their vision for the 
product, development teams, management, and subject matter experts.  It may involve 
analyzing how her product works with her company’s other products.  Coming up with the 
right solutions involves deep thinking indeed. 

See it as a bigger problem 
So how do you think of your UI work?  Do you think of a UI task as changing a few buttons on a 
screen or as streamlining a flow across an entire product or ecosystem of products? 

Is it tidying up an office for today or thinking about how an overall office building will look 
and feel months and years from now? 

The former is easy.  The latter is much more difficult.   

To be fair, development tools don’t do a very good job supporting you in this.  They typically 
present one form to you in isolation, which doesn’t show you how a change on one screen 
influences other screens.  And the right solution there varies widely, based on who the users 
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are, how they approach the problems they want to solve, and what goals your product helps 
them achieve. 

So I would call UI design “deceptively easy”.  It is very easy to make it look like your work is 
done in a matter of minutes, but knowing whether you solved the right problem correctly 
requires much deeper analysis. 

Let’s take this back to a favorite weed-out class for computer science majors.  You may have 
taken it: discrete math, also known as discrete structures.  This class is the backbone of 
algorithms and other theoretical CS topics. 

This is where I learned about different values of infinity (an interesting after-work read), but 
one of its most important topics is set theory.  We get Venn diagrams from this. 

If everything in a set A is contained in set B, we say that A is a subset of B.  The little circle, 
A, is entirely contained within the bigger circle, B. 

I’ve already shown that everything in the user interface is a subset of a user’s experience with 
your product.  Or, UI is a subset of UX. 

But your user’s experience with your product doesn’t exist in a vacuum. 

It lies completely within the sum of every interaction your customer has ever had with your 
company.  This includes: 

1. Their user experience with your product - everything from the first time they ever saw it to 
day-to-day use and even their off-boarding experience when they stop using your product. 

2. Their evaluation of your product against competing products. 

3. Their interaction with people from your company - probably not you, but almost certainly 
salespeople, marketers, and support people.  

This is customer experience (CX).  UX is a subset of it.  Therefore, using transitivity, UI is a 
subset of CX. 

But your work on the UI also lives within service design.  Service design deals with designing 
out every facet of your user’s end-to-end experience - not only their interactions with your 
product and with people, but also with your company’s other products and other materials 
your users see along the way. 

An example: Business travel 
Developers don’t tend to travel as much as, say, salespeople - unless they’re in consulting 
roles which require them to work onsite directly for their companies’ clients. 

But suppose that you need to work onsite for a week for one of your company’s business 
partners - or with one of its customers.  It’s an exhausting week ahead.  You’re flying cross-
country from Baltimore/Washington International to San Francisco on Sunday night, working in 
San Francisco Monday through Friday, and then your flight home to BWI will take you all day 
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Saturday.  Thanks, 3-hour time difference.  You might be driving home from BWI on icy roads 
in the dark. 

You have the airline’s app on your phone that lets you get your boarding pass. 

You booked your flight on the airline’s website at your office in Maryland when you found out 
that you needed to go.  This also involved searching several other travel websites for a better 
deal since your company wants you to do that.  So your experience starts a few weeks before 
departure. 

You drive to BWI and park in the Daily Garage.  You knew it had open spaces almost as soon as 
you got on to the Airport Loop.  So you enter it, find a level that has a lot of spaces available, 
and park in a row with a lot of spaces available.  You write your space number on your ticket 
for the parking garage and keep that in your wallet. 

Next, you take a shuttle to the terminal, which has a sign for your airline.  (Let’s assume it’s 
an airline that will require you to take a connecting flight to San Francisco later.) 

Your boarding pass is already on your phone, so you leave your suitcase with the person 
behind the counter, follow the shortest line you can find through security, and finally arrive in 
the terminal.  You check the departures board to make sure that your flight will be on time, 
buy dinner at one of the restaurants, and get ready to board. 

You board the plane when the attendant says it is your turn, and you show him the boarding 
pass on your phone.  You might have to turn your phone’s brightness up for the scanner to find 
it. 

You take your seat on the plane and then take the first leg of your journey to San Francisco.  
Close to landing, the flight crew makes some announcements for people with connecting 
flights.  You land, rely on signage in the next airport to find your next gate, and catch your 
flight to San Francisco. 

Landing in San Francisco, you pick up your suitcase at the baggage claim.  The airline already 
knew which connecting flights it would be taking.  You then find your rental car, drive to your 
hotel, and check in. 

This is just the departure day of your business trip. 

What were the touchpoints, from the airline’s perspective? 

1. The airline’s website (among other travel websites) 

2. The shuttle to the terminal 

3. The signage for your airline 

4. The check-in counter (and the person behind it) 

5. The departures board at BWI 

6. The signs (and/or people) at your gate that showed you where to line up and when to board 
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7. The airline’s app 

8. The person who let you board the first flight 

9. The first flight itself 

10.The first flight crew 

11.The departures board at the next airport 

12.The signs (and/or people) at that gate that showed you where to line up and when to 
board 

13.The airline’s app again 

14.The second flight itself 

15.The second flight crew 

16.The baggage claim 

And those are just the parts of it that you deal with directly.  There are also baggage handlers 
at every airport, interfaces that other staff use to keep the departures board up to date, 
people that make sure that the planes are ready to fly, and much more. 

UI impacts very little of your journey, but to have it go wrong ruins all of your journey. 

Therefore, if you are a developer working on that airline app, you must properly understand 
the whole journey to make the best decisions for the UI.  Using a flashy UI kit won’t be good 
enough by itself. 

And that’s an example of what makes this problem difficult. 

Why shouldn’t we say “the user”?
Earlier, I touched on some reasons why saying “the user” is problematic: 

1. It turns product design into a game of “us” versus “them”, implementors versus users. 

2. It doesn’t account for different kinds of user behavior; it assumes that all users will always 
act the same way. 

3. It doesn’t see the users as real people with real goals.  The “users’” needs are built around 
the product’s features instead of the other way around.  Hence, the construct of “the user” 
can’t really push back on deficiencies in the product’s design. 

4. It remakes “the user” in the image of someone with more technical expertise and certainly 
more background in the product’s implementation: you.  This lets you be more forgiving of 
exposing too much of your product’s implementation to the user, because when you 
yourself are using your product in testing, you already know how it works behind the 
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scenes.  It’s like how a developer might not take the same precautions writing code to 
prove a concept as they would in writing code for production. 

There are some more reasons. 

It takes on different meanings at different times and places 
The Inmates Are Running the Asylum by Alan Cooper describes the “elastic user”.  Without 
formally spelling out who “the user” is and what this person needs, the construct of “the 
user” tends to be too flexible: 

- If developers who are only responsible for small parts of the product design are making 
design decisions, “the user” will be someone who only uses that part of the product.  It 
won’t properly account for what they do in the rest of the product. 

- If “the user” ever needs something that is not technically feasible within the project 
schedule or the available (or permitted) technologies, it becomes very easy to adjust “the 
user” to say “they won’t need that.” 

- Operating systems tend to start with very easy onboarding, but then anything requiring 
troubleshooting tends to be geared toward a power user with intimate knowledge of how 
the computer works.  The “elastic user” tends to give people an escape route, or a license, 
to create an interface requiring such specialized knowledge. 

It has different meanings to different people 
As a developer, your exposure to actual users of your product may be more secondhand than 
firsthand - filtered through the eyes of support people or trainers.  A salesperson may give 
undue weight to a bigger customer or an important sale that they want to close. 

What to say instead 
I wouldn’t necessarily say “the CEO” or “the developer” or “the [fill their job title in the 
blank].”  It’s too easy to confuse that with people who work for your own company instead of 
your customers’ companies. 

I also wouldn’t say “the taxpayer” or “the tourist” because these classifications are too 
broad. 

Ideally, you would have personas based on the behavior of your product’s current and 
potential users (plus anyone else who could have an impact on design: customers who are not 
users, non-users who are affected by the use of the product, people who are definitely not 
your product’s audience, and so on).   

Saying, “Here is the path that Mary [or Miguel or Sandeep or…] would take” is optimal 
because it allows you to put more concrete characteristics behind that name and really see 
your interface from a perspective of someone who definitely isn’t you. 
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Failing that, I just say “people”.  While this is a broad term, it is a very obviously broad term.  
And it emphasizes that you’re designing this for a fellow person to use - a fellow person who 
might or might not be like you. 

Why can’t we do what we think is intuitive?
As a developer, I had several stacks of books on my desk that I encouraged other people on my 
team to read at any time. 

One was 97 Things Every Programmer Should Know. 

One of its first tips? 

“You are not the user.” 

Recognize that you’re not the only person who uses your software. 
Even if you are an independent developer responsible for getting your own clients, think of 
yourself as part of something bigger.  In your day job, you’re not a developer on an island who 
works on something cool that no one else uses.  If you’re working on a side project and don’t 
really intend to (ever) make money off of it, feel free to apply that mentality there. 

Your software has to get used by somebody, or it’s a waste of money, brains, and time to 
develop.  If you’re creating software that is used by nobody, don’t be surprised if your 
company doesn’t feel the need to keep you employed through their next round of layoffs. 

That’s the pragmatic business reason, but there’s more. 

Your users expect your product to work a certain way. 
Your software exists because your users are having some sort of problem that it needs to 
solve.  However, your users bring their own understandings to bear as they use it. 

Take, for example, a game of chess. 

We join the two players during their middle game. 

A person who doesn’t play chess would see a bunch of random pieces on a chess board. 

If the players weren’t there, a person who’s played once or twice might assume that they 
were done playing and set the board back up to start a new game. 

A beginner would think in terms of “the knight moves in an L shape and can jump over 
pieces”, “the bishop moves diagonally”, etc.  He might think one move ahead, maybe two or 
three. 
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A more advanced player may think about the sequence of 5-10 moves that might get the other 
player into a Zugzwang, a situation in which any move by her opponent would put him in a 
significantly weaker position to win.  Or she might be thinking about whether a queen 
sacrifice may be worthwhile.  Either way, she has a much stronger understanding of chess 
theory than the beginner. 

A developer of a computer or mobile chess game may be representing pieces’ values in his 
head as centipawns.  He’s thinking in terms of the algorithms that would make himself or a 
computer win the fastest. 

These are all different mental models.  Skill level is just one example of how users’ behavior 
influences how they perceive the reality in front of them - and your product. 

Your software needs to support its users’ understanding of reality rather than making them 
learn a different one. 

Alan Cooper et al. discuss users’ mental models in much greater detail in About Face. 

They call the way that you’ve implemented your software the implementation model.  It 
answers “How does this work?” from the perspective of the person who wrote your software. 

If your interface is designed like the implementation of your software, your users might not 
need to know that you have an MVC pattern or a SOA.  But they might need to know an 
unusual workaround for a problem they encounter.  Or they might be looking at a a screen 
with buttons for every possible function, as if they were all equally important. 

How does an interface look if it is designed according to how your users solve problems? 

It might or might not look pretty, but it is going to be organized around their goals.  And you 
understand their goals through user research. 

There’s a third kind of model, though.  The representation model is always what your 
software has.  The question is just whether it is closer to the implementation model (needing 
to know exactly how a program works in order to use it) or to the users’ mental models.  
Fortunately, assuming that your UI is properly decoupled from the rest of your code, you can 
make a UI that is quite different from the internal structure of your code base and change it 
easily. 

Developers who I have talked to tend to stress the importance of performant code in a user 
experience.  That’s a very accurate concern.  Users almost universally do not enjoy dealing 
with slow software - or with its iOS or Android equivalent, the eternal loading spinner.  But 
instead of focusing only on this, focus too on whether the representation model of your 
interface is closer to how your users understand reality or how your code base understands 
reality. 

Another hint: most of what your users tell you is not the right solution.  I’ll get to that in the 
chapters on user research and usability testing. 
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What does “the user” really want?
Earlier, I struck “the user” from our vocabulary. 

So the question is really, “What do people really want when they use my software?” 

Without knowing what your product is, I can’t give you an answer that is tailored to your 
customers and the ways that they as individuals will use your product. 

Similarly, computers and mobile devices are now devices for the everyman and everywoman.  
You can now basically assume that almost anyone in the civilized world, save for parts of the 
oldest generation which is now starting to die off, are using computers and mobile devices. 

So these devices have gone far beyond the early adopter audience of people who are, 
themselves, only interested in becoming experts at using computers. 

We need a way to systematize what users really want before we can answer this question. 

Let’s start with some universal human goals. 

The original hierarchy of needs 
Abraham Maslow introduced his Hierarchy of Needs in 1943.  It forms the basis for much of 
the theory behind interaction design.  Several hierarchies of needs, more specific to product 
design, have shown up in UX literature since. 

The hierarchy is like a pyramid.  You need to fill up each level of the pyramid in order for 
filling up the ones above it to count. 

The first level of needs is physiological.  For example, we all need air, water, and food.  We 
do not all need designer air, water bottles with bling, or five-star restaurant food.  Those are 
all higher up our hierarchy.  Some form of clothing and some form of shelter are also needed.  
This part’s about basic human survival. 

Next, we need safety.  Physically, we need to make sure that a war isn’t about to break out in 
our backyard and that no one’s going to barge into our homes, threatening our lives and 
possessions.  Economically, we need a relatively secure way to make ends meet.  We need to 
make sure that we’re in good enough health to enjoy what we’re about to experience as we 
move up the hierarchy. 

Above this, we need some sense of belonging with others.  Even though most of us are 
introverts, we still need friends, families, developers with similar skills, or some sort of other 
group that we belong to.  People without this tend to experience depression, anxiety, or 
loneliness, even if they are safe and have their most basic needs met.  And if you’re still 
waiting to find out whether or not you have a terminal illness (previous level), it will be a 
great deal harder for you to work well on your team.  

After this, we need to feel some sense of esteem, including self-esteem and self-respect.  We 
need our work to be valued, whether or not we are famous.  We need to feel like we have 
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mastered our work, feel competent in it, and have some degree of freedom in it.  This is why 
few people find a job appealing if they have mastered their skills in it and are yet told every 
little thing that they have to do, as though they were still new hires. 

Few products make it this high in the hierarchy, but there is one more level: self-
actualization.  This is the sense of reaching one’s own full potential, like making it to the top 
of the corporate ladder or winning a championship in sports.  For a developer, it could mean 
being an indispensable part of a smash hit product launch in a cutting-edge technology or the 
first technical hire of a startup with a billion-dollar IPO.  Achieving this requires a lot of things 
to go right, and it takes mastery at every level. 

This hierarchy may or may not include one more level, self-transcendence: a sense of altruism 
or spirituality that comes from contributing to a cause that goes beyond yourself.  Maslow had 
this in his later work. 

A hierarchy of needs for your product 
At the bottom level, does your product work at all and meet the most basic functional needs 
of the user?  This is functionality: the ability for your product to deliver the solution that it 
needs to deliver.  If your product is missing a feature that all of its users consider essential, it 
isn’t functional.  You pass this one if every new feature in your backlog makes it into your 
product in time for release. 

Next up is reliability.  Your product needs to perform steadily and consistently, not give users 
never-ending spinners of death or crash during routine tasks.  But we expect any product to 
work.  If your product works, congratulations; it has passed QA.  But it hasn’t done anything 
special yet. 

Usability is next after this.  Most consumer-grade products currently seem to understand this.  
Does your design give users flexibility so that they don’t cause users to erase their whole 
document if they hit the wrong button or fail to save?  Does your website show users where 
they are and guide them well toward the end of their tasks? 

Proficiency is next after this.  Many teams in B2B software like to try to put it before 
usability, but that results in products that are too complex for most people to use because 
they’re geared toward power users.  But as people get good at their main workflows in your 
product, does your product have ways to make them better?  Can they tie together data to 
generate better-informed analyses or have a seamless workflow across different channels? 

Creativity is last.  That is where your product allows its users to truly innovate.  For example, 
your product could analyze the patterns of songs people listen to and use that to create smart 
playlists like Spotify does.  Or you might have types of interactions that are easy to use but 
have never been seen before.  Products that unlock creativity while also satisfying the needs 
below it have generally had much higher attention given to design.  

There’s also a hierarchy of needs for writing code.  It starts similarly to the one for design: 
functionality, then reliability.  Then it builds on itself, including maintainability, extensibility, 
and elegance or efficiency.  As software teams mature, they look to move from having 
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products that merely showcase features for a demo to having well-tested APIs that new 
products can easily call, which helps the team generate more value for the company.   

We can therefore conclude that trying to make your design creative while missing levels 
below it is like trying to make your code more elegant while missing the levels below that.  
Donald Knuth’s axiom, “Premature optimization is the root of all evil”, applies to both. 

The core needs of every product 
Going deeper and focusing on your product again, what are some core needs that every 
product has to fulfill to be successful - not only in the marketplace, but also as a product? 

Many of these are in About Face or Universal Principles of Design. 

1. It need to understand how your users solve the problem that they are solving.  People 
would rather succeed at their tasks than know how your product works. 

2. It needs to keep your users from feeling stupid without treating them like they’re always 
beginners.  Optimize your product for intermediate users, not beginners or experts.  When 
your product presents information that your users don’t already know, it needs to present it 
in terms of what they do already know. 

3. It needs to let people do as little work as possible to get their tasks done.  

4. It needs to avoid overwhelming users with every possible feature, instead focusing on the 
20% of features that users will use 80% of the time. 

5. It needs to support its users’ most probable workflows instead of treating edge cases like 
they are equally likely to happen. 

6. It needs to make error messages impossible instead of treating them as a fact of life.  

7. It needs to avoid overwhelming users with clutter or making them remember too much 
information at a time.  

8. Concepts and prototypes your product need to be tested with real users before you spend 
the time and effort to fully implement it.  I’ll describe this further in Chapter 5. 

9. It needs to be equally accessible to all of its potential users. 

What if the features we are working on are not user-facing?

Conversations among development teams tend to revolve around technology, coding 
strategies, and software architecture rather than what users want.  Among other reasons, this 
is due to their passion for working with these technologies, the difficulty of implementation, 
and the percentage of their effort that is spent on these parts of their products. 
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This is doubly true when you work on features that users don’t see. 

First, keep the big picture in mind: who is your product for, and what business need does it 
solve for both your customers and your potential users? 

Second, make decisions that allow your data to balance performance and flexibility as well as 
you can. 

Third, think of different kinds of edge cases rather than being overly reliant on the spec or 
your unit test suite.  For instance, if you’re designing a GIMP-like tool for web designers who 
have some coding knowledge, think in terms of how they can enter a color code: hex code 
with a pound sign, hex code without a pound sign, hex code with random spaces in it, the 
RGB() function, the RGBA() function, and so on.  You could store the string they entered in 
one field to preserve their pretty formatting and convert it to the raw RGB or RGBA values 
behind the scenes. 

Fourth, think about what decisions will tie down the UI in such a way that it can’t abstract 
away its implementation. 

Lastly, realize that not every feature you will ever work on might be a feature that doesn’t 
face users.  Shifting from having a “back end only” development mindset to working on UI 
screens or the product’s overall user experience takes much more to do well than just 
learning to program with a different library or language. 
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Summary

Your users 

• Your users’ most important currency is not their money.  It’s their attention.
• Historically, programmers (or developers) vs. users was an us vs. them game.  Some of that 

mindset still persists.
• From your users’ perspective, interfaces don’t exist to be a veneer slapped onto an 

implementation.

“The user”… 

• “The user” is too abstract of a construct for you to use it both meaningfully and effectively in 
product design.  It means different things to different people or at different times.  

• Say “people” instead of “users”.  Eventually replace “people” with proper, data-driven user 
models.  That’s in Chapter 3.

• Your personality type probably differs greatly from your users’.  So they would have different 
strengths, weaknesses, goals, and pain points than you do.

Feature design 

• UI design is only deceptively “easy”.  Effective UI design accounts for much more than a list of 
features or requirements; it fits into a larger experience that needs to be understood well 
ahead of software architecture and coding.

• Good features don’t stop at being reliable - or even usable.  They address higher-level needs 
and make people more proficient and creative. 

• Always keep in mind what a feature is for, even if your users never see it directly.  That 
mindset will help you or UI developers to create a better interface to let people benefit from 
that feature.
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Chapter 2: Usability belongs everywhere.

In 1989, 40 fatal commercial plane crashes occurred. 

Why? 

We could say that airplanes became more reliable: a stronger structural design, more fuel 
capacity, longer-lasting parts. 

We could point to increased (some would say more invasive) airport security. 

We could look at planning by the airlines.  Maybe that 18-hour flight from x to y with only one 
crew wasn’t such a good idea. 

These might all be factors. 

But let’s move to management inside the plane. 

Another notion that coexists with “the user” (in Chapter 1), or especially with “lusers”, is 
PEBKAC: Problem Exists Between Keyboard and Chair. 

In this case, Problem Exists Between Crew And Airplane.  Or, Problem Exists Between 
Management And Crew. 

Pilot error kills.  But was it really their fault? 
 
Over 2/3 of the airline crashes in the mid-1980s didn’t happen because of a problem with the 
plane, or because of security, or because of the routes the airlines planned.  They happened 
because of pilot error.  

Why? 

* Airlines made the captain a single point of failure.  The captain was always right.  They put 
junior officers, or copilots, in their place - supposedly. 

* Frequently, the junior officers knew what was wrong.  But they weren’t allowed to say 
anything, so they didn’t. 

Between 1989 and 2014, management made some changes.  They realized that not even the 
captain is immune from making mistakes.  They made speaking up when something is wrong 
part of the junior officer’s job.  They allowed crews to question each other.  And after flights, 
they had crews critique each other’s performance. 

In 2014, there were 9 fatal commercial airplane crashes.  Any crash is still a tragedy, but air 
travel has become much safer than it was before. 
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Quite a few books and articles in human-computer interaction have discussed airline cockpits.   
If you’ve ever looked inside one, you’ll know that cockpits are complex.  And a poorly-
designed cockpit can cost hundreds of people their lives in a single flight. 

That’s a common example from hardware.  Let’s go over a few ethical or moral questions 
from software: 

Spam filtering and real intentions 
 
Some emails are obviously spam:  

• “Enlarge your Psycho Mortgage Watches now!!!!”   

• “Earn $ digging up dirt on your friends” 

• “Click here now to lose weight! Join millions of Americans. This isn’t spam :-) “ 

• “You have been selected for a brand new luxury car!” 

• “<Celebrity Not Known for Intelligence> Lectures on <Computer System Architecture>” 

Some emails are obviously not spam: one-to-one emails about a project for work, email 
newsletters that I frequently read, even (generally speaking) marketing messages from 
companies where I’m a frequent customer. 

But what happens when a friend’s email address gets hacked and it sends me a spam message?  
Should I report it as spam?  And if so, does that mean that everything this friend sends me in 
the future is now spam too? 

If your spam filters get too aggressive, they can get the friend to say, “Why aren’t you 
answering my emails?  Don’t you want to hang out anymore?” 

Voice assistants - tone & ethics 
 
“Siri, what light from yonder window break?  It is the east, and Cortana is the sun.  Arise, fair 
sun, and tell me when the sun is setting.” 

What kind of tone should people take with Siri?  Should Siri require us to talk like Shakespeare 
before it will obey our commands?   

Should it require us to use titles of respect?  “Mademoiselle Siri, quelle heure est-il, s’il vous 
plaît?” 

“It’s Madame Siri, et tu assassines la langue française!  It is time for you to work on your 
pronunciation.” 

What about this one?  “Hey Siri, my life stinks.  How do I end it?” 
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“Your nearest gun store is 10 minutes away.  Here are the directions.” 

Even though it might seem like an edge case, people really do sometimes tell Siri that they 
want to commit suicide.  Siri used to give them directions to a gun store when they did that.  

Even if you're not a touchy-feely person, I hope you saw the severity of that example.  It’s not 
a joke. 

Anyone who does UI design, even reluctantly, can have a tremendous amount of power.  
Power to improve lives.  Power to make lives more difficult.  Even power to take lives. 

So that covers some situations in which people can use a software product. 

What about different kinds of people? 

Photo tagging - recognizing people 
 
For years now, Facebook has allowed people to upload photo albums and tag their friends.   

Tagging friends is a tedious chore when your albums have hundreds of photos.   

So Facebook introduced a feature that does the tagging for me.  It doesn’t always identify 
faces properly, but it has saved me a good deal of time. 

Google Photos introduced photo tagging too. 

A New York City-based programmer made an album of photos of him and a female friend in 
2015.  He and his friend are both African-American. 

The app didn’t label them by their names or even as people.  It said, “Gorillas”.  

In addition to insulting their humanity, Google Photos brought the long history of racism in the 
United States to the forefront. 

The power of interaction design 
 
Why are these stories in a book on how to design better products? 

It’s because even if you think your role is limited to writing code, shipping software, or 
contributing to an open-source project, you have the same kind of power as an interaction 
designer. 

One bad algorithm set Google Photos back over 100 years, to the days of human zoo exhibits 
in America. 

Whether they have “design” in their job title or not, everyone does design at certain times in 
their lives.  
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When they are content to sort through photos in an album on Facebook, Google, or Flickr, 
they’re saying, “This tool is sufficient for this job.  I don’t need to go make my own tool.”  
Deciding to not design is still a design decision. 

When I play baseball and change the bat grip on my bat so that I can swing without it slipping 
out of my hands, it’s a design decision.  The bat wasn’t good enough when the old grip that 
came with it wore off.   

Even deciding to swing away or to bunt is a design decision.  It’s saying, “I have a runner on 
second and the infielders are playing back, so let me use this bat differently so that I can 
move this runner over to third safely.” 

Cheat sheets and scripts are another one.   

When you’re watching TV and you have complicated remotes for your TV and other devices 
that work with it, you might have a cheat sheet that tells you how to turn the TV on so that 
you don’t mess it up when you’re tired and get frustrated. 

When you write a build script that automates your entire build process, that is a design 
decision.  It is design work that reduces errors in your development process. 

Though let’s be idealistic about each of these examples: 

* We want airplanes that never crash - especially due to human error.  While autopilot can’t 
automate a pilot’s entire job (or else we wouldn’t even need pilots), flight crews need 
interfaces that don’t confuse them so that their planes can take off properly, stay in the air, 
go to the right place, and land without incident.  We need a usable, intelligent airplane. 

* We need spam filters to know what is spam, know what isn’t spam, not trap good emails in 
a spam folder, and not let spam into our inboxes.  And they need to know the difference 
between a bad message and a bad sender.  We need a usable, intelligent spam filter. 

* We need voice assistants that understand what we’re saying, how we say it: accent and all.  
And they need to know what to do when we’re under stress.  They need to be usable by 
everyone who can speak and intelligent enough to both figure out what anybody says and be 
helpful. 

* We need image tagging software to be able to recognize any human as a human and identify 
everyone properly.  It shouldn’t be tested with an all white males data set.  And it shouldn’t 
imply that everyone of a given ethnicity looks alike.  And it should recognize when our 
appearance changes: different clothes, hairstyle, makeup, tattoos, etc.  It needs to be 
usable by people of any ethnicity and intelligent enough to tell us all apart. 

* We don’t need separate baseball bats for swinging away and bunting or separate remotes 
for a TV and each of its peripherals.  We need bats and remotes to adapt to any situation 
where we need to use them, within the context of a baseball game and a TV.  Again: both 
usable and intelligent. 

* We don’t need a build script that only builds an old version of our product that we’re no 
longer supporting or that only works on Fridays at 2am.  We need one that always gets our 
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build done or, at the very least, is easy to maintain over time.  We need it to be usable for 
us as developers and intelligent enough that we don’t need to keep rewriting it for each 
new build. 

Usability really does belong everywhere. 

It’s in good design in the world around us, in processes in our own jobs, and an intended goal 
of UI design guidelines. 

Let’s look at each of these to see how we can make your product better. 

What great examples of design are in the world around us?
People who work on product design all day eventually start seeing objects in the world around 
them as a design puzzle to solve.   

Design author Donald Norman has a strong tendency toward this.  Although he is a pioneer of 
human-computer interaction, he notices extensive design problems in the physical world.  
That door to your office that has pull handles on both sides has already become known as a 
Norman door in response to that. 

As technical people, we tend to pull examples of good design from the leading edge: products 
that people are tweeting about today, gadgets that showed up on TechCrunch, articles that 
get a lot of attention on our favorite subreddit or Hacker News. 

And channels like these tend to reflect another reality in our world today.  News cycles have 
become much shorter.  To keep up with that or even lead to more of it, these sites need to 
stay biased toward what is very new. 

That’s not always the best approach when we think about good design. 

Old designs with staying power 

Part of the reason why businesses think they need a redesign for a redesign’s sake is that their 
existing products aren’t good enough at meeting people’s needs in the first place. 

So first, let’s look at some product designs that have had tremendous staying power over the 
past few centuries. 

Escalators and elevators are almost ubiquitous in multi-story shopping malls.  The longest 
escalator in the Western Hemisphere is at the Washington, DC, Metro’s Wheaton stop in 
Maryland.  Hailed as an innovation that caused architecture to come alive, the first riders of 
elevators had to pay money for the “experience”.  

The Swiss Army Knife allows its carriers to have a multitude of tools at their disposal.  These 
tools stay out of the way when they are not needed. 
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Coat hangers, invented in the 1800s, have lasted a long time with no real need to change.   
You can still go to a store and buy a coat hanger with a design that hasn't changed in 200 
years, even if the hanger itself was just made a few weeks ago. 

The first chain-driven bicycle was introduced in 1885, with few if any changes made or 
needed since.  Bicycles help improve their riders’ fitness, last a long time, are customizable, 
and provide the lowest cost of transport (in calories per gram per kilometer) of any major 
kind of transport.  
 
Coca-Cola’s iconic contour bottle dates back to 1915, when its designer, Earl Dean, was told 
to design a new bottle that people could instantly recognize even in the dark.  

Newer consumer products  
iPods were so iconic that they defined a whole generation of music listeners.  They had no 
single “hero” designer and weren’t the first portable MP3 players in the world, but they were 
arguably the first to become commercially successful.  

Aeron chairs, by Herman Miller, moved office seating away from being heavy, difficult to 
move, and uncomfortable.  In “A Field Guide to Developers”, Stack Overflow cofounder and 
CEO Joel Spolsky laid out a compelling business case for buying these chairs for his whole 
development team. 

Revolutionary digital design 
 
The examples above give us a better historic foundation to highlight more recent examples of 
great digital product design, including these: 

 * Like it or not, Facebook has changed the world.  Their basic product began as a way for 
college students to network with their classmates and meet other students on their 
campuses.  Expanding to workplaces and high schools, then to the general public, 
Facebook has grown a user base of over 1 billion people and has only continued to add 
new features: groups for people anywhere with similar interests, pages for brands, 
reactions, live video, news, sports scores, and much more. 

 * Slack has revolutionized communication in the business world.  From its smooth user 
onboarding to channels for group conversations - and who could forget its vast range of 
emoji? - it has definitely upped the ante for instant messaging platforms. 

 * Uber has been one of the most disruptive companies in recent memory.  They have let 
people get rides in areas that taxicabs don’t usually serve, know exactly when rides will 
arrive, and give work (as drivers) to people who are between jobs.  But they have also led 
to protests by taxi drivers, bans in some jurisdictions, and stricter government 
regulations.  

 * Airbnb has helped travelers save on the cost of hotel stays and stay in less traditional or 
less frequently-traveled places.  It has also given homeowners another income stream.   
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 * Dropbox sent cloud storage to the mainstream.  They scaled using an innovative pricing 
system that allowed people more free space by completing actions like referring friends 
to Dropbox.  

 * MLB.tv is a widely-used site that lets its subscribers watch live and archived out-of-market 
Major League Baseball games.  Its premium app, MLB At Bat, allows people using hundreds 
of devices to watch games.  Its related company, MLB Advanced Media, pioneers StatCast, 
an Amazon Web Services product which lets fans track statistics that were previously 
unavailable, such as exit velocities, pitch spin rates, and fielder route efficiencies.  

What can we always count on to make our product easier for 
us to develop?
Usability applies to much more than just user interfaces. 

The process that we use to do our work matters a great deal.  We increase our skills in part by 
reducing or removing process inefficiencies.   

More skilled developers can be up to 28 more times productive than less skilled developers.  
It’s in any team’s interest to learn about how more skilled developers think and work so that 
they can get more productivity for nearly the same cost. 

Process improvements are usability improvements. 
 
Some of these process improvements are actually usability improvements for you as a 
developer.  They make the code or your development tools easier to use.  Or they make it 
easier for other developers to work on your team: 

 * Coding standards help you reduce sections of your code where “everything breaks” and 
introduce a more unified coding style throughout your product.  Standards and code reviews 
help you keep from introducing poor-quality code into your product. 

 * Continuous Integration (CI) with platforms like Jenkins allows you to integrate quality 
metrics and enforce your standards so that the build doesn’t break.  

 * Sometimes, keeping people out of a process is a process improvement.  You help your team 
be more productive by keeping them out of meetings, intrusive emails, and status reports 
that break them out of “the zone” of intense concentration.  

 * Using the best tools that money can buy - like multiple monitors, fast compilers, and solid-
state drives - helps you save a great deal of time.  It also helps you stay in a state of flow 
while working on the code instead of introducing distracting delays.  Similarly, QA people 
write automated tests to speed up regression testing and reduce human errors as they keep 
running the same tests on future builds. 
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 * Descriptive code comments - and even frameworks like Javadoc, which automatically turn 
comments into API documentation - make it easier for maintenance programmers and new 
feature developers to understand how the existing code base works and how to incorporate 
new features into it. 

 * Design patterns do a lot of the heavy lifting in software architecture for you.  And many 
languages provide data structures that have already been tested, so that you don’t have to 
waste time trying to create them again. 

 * Mentorship helps developers who are new to industry or new to your product to come up to 
speed faster than they would on their own.  It also helps developers to expand or deepen 
their skill sets so that they can be more useful to your team on future projects. 

People are happy with our product. What’s the difference 
between this and “It’s easy to use”? 

First, if you’re in this situation, it’s great that you have happy customers!  Still, by looking at 
some definitions of usability, we can tease out some ways to make them happier. 

Happy customers have a few common characteristics: 

* They buy your products or services. 
* They plan to buy more (or they would buy more if they needed to). 
* They recommend your products or services to others. 

To some extent, even letting you know that they’re happy using your product is a 
recommendation - even if it’s a recommendation to the person who made it. 

“It’s easy to use” correlates with usability, so let’s look at some definitions that the User 
Experience Professionals Association (UXPA) recommends for usability: 

ISO: Effectiveness, efficiency, & satisfaction 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), not surprisingly, has a standard for 
the ergonomics of human-computer interaction: ISO 9241.  ISO 9241-11 defines usability this 
way: 

 “The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified 
goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”  

A happy customer is happy with your product within their context of use because it makes 
them effective and efficient.  But reading between the lines, we get a few more questions: 

 • What if your happy customers don’t represent all specified users in your target 
audience? 

 • What if other users in your target audience have different goals? 
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 • What if they’re happy using your product in their current context of use (on a laptop 
in an office), but they won’t be happy using it in a different context (on a phone 
outside)? 

Steve Krug: It doesn’t frustrate people of average ability 
 
Second, Don’t Make Me Think author Steve Krug defines usability like this:  

“After all, usability really just means… making sure that something works well: that a 
person of average (or even below average) ability and experience can use the thing - 
whether it’s a Web site, a fighter jet, or a revolving door - for its intended purpose 
without getting hopelessly frustrated.” (Don’t Make Me Think)  

So we see that a happy customer believes that your product works well without hopelessly 
frustrating them.  But we get a few more questions from this definition too: 

 • How well does your happy customers’ ability - whether in technical prowess, domain 
expertise, or physical condition - represent the ability of your average customer? 

 • Are they using your product for the purpose that you intended?  If not, you may want 
to consider pivoting your product or your company to serve them better. 

Jakob Nielsen: The five keys to usability 

Third, Jakob Nielsen, in his classic Usability Engineering, describes it like this: 

 * “… usability is not a single, one-dimensional property of a user interface.  Usability has 
multiple components and is traditionally associated with these five usability 
attributes:  

 * “Learnability: The system should be easy to learn so that the user can rapidly start 
getting work done with the system. 

 * “Efficiency: The system should be efficient to use, so that once the user has learned 
the system, a high level of productivity is possible. 

 * “Memorability: The system should be easy to remember, so that the casual user is 
able to return to the system after some period of not having used it, without having 
to learn everything all over again.” 

 * “Errors: The system should have a low error rate, so that users make few errors 
during their use of the system, and so that if they do make errors they can easily 
recover from them.  Further, catastrophic errors must not occur. 

 * “Satisfaction: The system should be pleasant to use, so that users are subjectively 
satisfied when using it; they like it.”  
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In addition to the above questions, this definition raises several more: 

 * Do the happy customers tend to be early adopters who were power users of other 
existing solutions?  That could have made it easier for them to learn your product - 
and harder for the majority users later on. 

 * Did the happy customers receive extensive training from your staff, manuals, or 
courses before they could become competent in your product?  That could mean that 
your product is hard to use, even though they are satisfied with it. 

 * How frequently do the happy customers use your product, versus how often you 
expect your whole target audience in general to use it? 

Usability and adoption 
 
We can also approach this from a business angle.  The adoption curve is a bell-shaped graph 
that illustrates the kinds of people who adopt a product.  So let’s consider happy customers at 
each stage of the adoption curve: 

 * Innovators (or, as Seth Godin calls them, sneezers) just enjoy playing around with new 
technology.  Since they often want to innovate themselves, they may be your competitors.  
A happy customer who is an innovator would just be excited by the fact that your product 
is new and different. 

 * Early adopters want technology to address real problems that they are having.  If you 
have landed at least your first several customers and they are content with the business 
solution that your product provides - even if using your product is itself painful - you have 
some early adopters on board. 

 * The early majority wants to make sure that a product solved the early adopters’ 
problems.  They’re looking for social proof and tend to compete less on price.  A happy 
customer from the early majority would still look more at “does this solve my problem?” 
than “is this user-friendly?”. 

 * The late majority tend to look for greater user-friendliness and more proof that products 
have really been designed for them, because they approach new technology suspiciously.   
A happy customer here would be like the people who went from using web portal-like 
search engines when they really needed to, to using Google in the early or mid-2000s. 

 * Laggards buy new technology or use new products as a last resort.  They’re the people 
who start using a newspaper’s website only after the print version goes out of print.  Or 
they stop filing paper tax returns only after the government mandates them to go digital.  
They tend to be more price-conscious and, yes, older than people on the rest of the 
adoption curve.  A happy laggard probably isn’t using your product! 
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Usability and customer feedback 
 
Lastly, we can consider customer service.  How do we know that these customers are happy, if 
they don’t tell you? 

One way is to see how many of them keep buying and using your product, especially if it is a 
subscription. 

Another way is to measure quantitative and qualitative feedback from them about your 
product: 

 • Similarly to user interviews, you can watch them use your product in their 
environment. 

 • You can analyze what they tend to say about you on social media or on their websites. 

 • You can establish groups and communities of people who use your product so that they 
can speak with you and with each other.  

 • You can email them periodically for feedback or ask readers of your blog to comment 
on your post. 

 • You can run several kinds of surveys: one- or two-question surveys that ask for your 
customers’ opinion while they are engaged with you, post-service surveys that let 
customers rate your support person right after they interact with them, or email 
surveys that yield more in-depth insights but a lower response rate.  

The most common question for these surveys is the Net Promoter Score (NPS), some variation 
of “How likely are you to recommend us [to a friend, colleague, family member, etc.]?”  NPS 
uses a scale from 0 to 10, with 10 as the most likely.   

People tend to report a higher score on NPS to avoid being offensive.  So the people who 
really would recommend your product would tend to give it a 9 or 10 score.  People in the 
middle would give it a 7 or 8.  People who rate it below that would tell others that the 
product wasn’t good.  The net score comes from subtracting the percentage of detractors (6 
and below) from the people who gave it a 9 or a 10.  

There are three main problems with NPS: 

 • It only measures how your customers feel right now.  A promoter can become a 
detractor if they have a bad interaction with your company next week. 

 • Someone saying they will recommend you is not the same as their actually 
recommending you.  

 • NPS is a number, but it doesn’t provide a reason why.  You have to ask more questions.  

The Customer Effort Score (CES) gets closer to the heart of usability issues.  On a 7-point 
scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree, your customers evaluate this statement: “The 
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company made it easy for me to handle my issue.”  96% of people who disagree with that are 
likely to stop dealing with your company in the future.  

How can we give our users the same sense of fulfillment 
using our product that they get in using the best consumer 
products? 

Enterprise products and consumer products face this challenge in different ways. 

Here are some guiding principles that apply in either situation: 

Realize that the end users are increasingly deciding which products they want to use.  So to 
sell your product outside your company, you need landing pages and copy which target the 
users rather than a decision maker who would be more swayed by sales and marketing.  

So think like a consumer in your design process.  

Make a product that people can learn with minimal, if any, documentation.  Make your 
personas - and real users who are like them - feel like they’ve accomplished goals relevant to 
them in your onboarding, so that they will feel like the product was designed specifically for 
them.  More about that is in chapter 9. 

For most products, introduce your pretty new UI very slowly, fitting it into workflows that 
already exist and noticeably improving them.  As Alan Cooper and his co-authors said, 
“Significant change must be significantly better.” (About Face 3)   

However, sometimes you really do need a more aggressive redesign to accommodate for a 
sharp growth in new users or a significant change in your user base.  

Defining “consumer-grade” 
 
Let’s think about consumer-grade UX more closely before I describe the challenges you’re 
likely facing in an enterprise product. 

To SAP User Experience Evangelist Esther Blankenship, “consumer-grade UX” means that a 
product’s user experience is so good that a consumer would pay money to use the product 
even if they didn’t have to.  

Another definition, posed by Riccardo Spina of SAP Labs, is this: “Consumer-grade UX is 
simple, uncomplicated, easy to navigate, offering only some features that are really 
necessary to deliver a very focused experience.”  

The reason why consumers’ expectations are going up is simple.  It’s not just that better apps 
are coming out.  They’re also spending more time on their computers and mobile devices than 
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ever before.  So the expectation that software will behave as they expect has become more 
engrained. 

Be wary of wanting too much simplicity.  Apple devices are known for having as few buttons as 
possible.  But their second-generation Apple TV remote failed.   

Why?   

Almost anyone needs to adjust the volume while they’re watching TV - to quiet down a 
commercial that’s intentionally recorded louder than their show, to hear their show over 
other people in their house, or to mute TV sports announcers who they can’t stand so that 
they can turn on their favorite radio feed instead. 

This remote was so simple that it didn’t have a volume control.  

Enterprise products’ disadvantages 
 
There are several main reasons why enterprise products tend to be less satisfying to use than 
consumer products. 

First, the users themselves don’t get enough of a say. 

Users of enterprise products are often a captive audience.  They’re often not the ones who 
decide which software they’ll be using.  The real decision-makers tend to stress 
“organizational needs” (often their own goals) over their users’ goals.  

Selling your product to the decision makers requires a better business case than the existing 
vendors can have, relationships with the right people, and a lot of patience (and runway) to 
endure a long sales process.  

Even user researchers often can’t cut through all of the layers to hear from the users.  They 
often only have access to their users by proxy - other people in the organization saying what 
they think users might do.  

That information is filtered and subject to the biases of the person giving it: a trainer, a 
marketer, a salesperson, a support person, and so on.  Chapter 6 describes how to interpret 
information about users that gets run through one of these proxies. 

Second, the notion of “we just need to be better than our competitors” still prevails. 

Stop thinking that your product just has to be the “relative best” to use among your 
competitors. That turns your competition into an arms race of features.  And you never know 
which of your competitors has a drastic redesign on its way to capture a big chunk of your 
market share. 

Use inspiration sources from other industries and domains.  Run usability studies with the goal 
of measuring adoption.  In your questions at the end of the study, consider asking participants 
how much they would recommend your product in relation to their favorite consumer 
product. 
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Third, consumer product companies often have a larger UX staff. 

Some enterprise UX professionals speak in terms of a UX practitioner-to-developer ratio.  It’s 
not unheard of for an enterprise project to have only one UX designer for 10 or 50 or even 100 
developers. 

Who are they up against?  Consumer product startups that focused on UX from the beginning 
as they tried to upend entire industries.   

And frankly, lots of UX designers are drawn toward working on products that are already like 
their favorite products.  It doesn’t work that differently from a computer science 
department’s job fair: you need very interesting work, high salaries, or both to attract most 
of the candidates. 

How to catch up to the consumer products 
 
Getting from here to there requires a significant change in culture.  You’ll have to hire 
outside help if your in-house talent doesn’t know much about UX and you can’t just staff up 
quickly.  But these outside helpers will be more challenging to find.  Chapter 12 gives advice 
on how to find them. 

Almost anyone with a background in UX - from design school, industry experience, or 
otherwise - can put together a consumer app with an intuitive workflow.   

But understanding the workflows and needs of your business and customers is a different 
level.  You can’t really hire away someone who works for the consumer side of a social 
network and expect them to solve these problems.   

Think of it like Olympic diving.  The judges give scores ranging from 0 - “completely failed” - 
to 10 - “excellent”.  But the final score is multiplied by a degree of difficulty.  Enterprise UX 
is, simply put, more difficult. 

And constantly switching to the newest UI technology is futile.  Flash and Silverlight were 
new, must-have web technologies once!  Catching up won’t put you in the lead for long.   
Instead, think about your industry’s hidden possibilities. 

You may have an advantage in enterprise, though. 

In public-facing websites and apps for consumers, the goals of your business and the goals of 
your users are at odds with each other. 

Picture this: you open up your favorite free-to-play mobile game. 

Your goals: simply to play that game, have some fun, and make progress in the game. 

But the game developer has to make money from the game.   

So to accomplish their goal: 
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* They put ads for other games in their game.  But your goal is to play their game, not these 
other ones!  It’s as though Walmart.com were full of ads to buy the same products on Amazon! 

* Or they put auto-playing video commercials in the game.  Again, watching them is not your 
goal.  They’re just trying to make money off of the players who don’t pay for their game. 

* You know where this is really going: microtransactions.  Placing a level 1 building on your 
map takes a minute.  The tutorial obnoxiously tells you to use a gem to get it built now.  
Upgrading from level 9 to level 10?  It’s going to cost you a lot of currency and be a long wait.  
And while the delays might build your anticipation and you might be up to the challenges they 
introduce, it’s a blatant tactic to wear you down until you’re spending money.   

To that game developer, the only reason they try to help you achieve your goals is to help 
them achieve their own goals. 

Enterprise projects don’t have such an obvious dissonance in goals. 

Sure, there might be stakeholders who just want to assert their power over each other by 
insisting on a particular tool, plastering their team all over the intranet, or just being the 
loudest person in design meetings. 

But when they go against the users’ goals, it doesn’t help their business. 

If you’re a free-to-play game developer, removing every hindrance and frustration from your 
users (i.e. your monetization!) goes against your goals. 

But if you’re in enterprise, you definitely want your users to be more productive and less 
frustrated.  More productivity means more saved time and money for your business. 

So how do you get from here to there? 

First, understand where the product you are working on fits into the problems your business is 
solving. 

Your mindset can’t just be “let me architect and write code” or “let me produce UX 
deliverables to throw over the fence”. 

Because you’re dealing with more complex products and processes, be mindful of the 
interplay between different parts of the process.  Each one could have an app that seems 
well-designed by itself.  But the whole process could take so long to design and learn that by 
the time it went live, it would be time to move to a new paradigm.  You may need to focus on 
“good enough” instead of the diminishing returns of “Let’s build the next Facebook”.  

Even with that mentality, you could still have a U.S. $8 billion exit, like Concur. 

Second, be willing to do more work to learn about your users so that bug-tracking systems and 
their endless feature requests won’t take over your life.  

Work with a project stakeholder (for internal products) or someone from your sales team (for 
external products) to identify user interviewees and user testers.  This person can also fill you 
in on the users’ backgrounds before the session.  Also, be more creative than just treating 
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your session like yet another meeting in the users’ calendars.  Consider summarizing your 
overall research findings for the participants and keeping them up to speed on project 
progress, so that they won’t feel like you wasted their time.  

Users of enterprise products are more likely to know the right solution that helps them get 
their work done.  

Your challenge, then, would become reconciling different solutions for different groups of 
users in the same product.  Talk with your real users to keep finding this out. 

Third, use what you learn about your business and your users to see the problem you’re 
solving as more than a UI design problem or a coding problem. 

Making a screen look nicer can help a little.  But does your software itself require a complex 
workflow that could be simpler?   

Does it require people to think in terms of how the software is implemented - like making an 
unrealistic number of fields on a form required or forcing everyone to use a format that might 
not be natural to them?  

Does it still require them to involve other people and wait for unnecessary approvals before 
they can click a button?   

A business process is behind all of that.  This actually becomes more of a service design 
problem, but taking a hard look at requirements in light of users’ real goals instead of 
accepting anything that’s easy to implement is a good start.   

Think about the ramifications of using your product, too.  For example, will it help your 
company’s customer service representatives provide better customer service?  

Fourth, now you should start thinking about the design of the UI itself. 

“Sexy” design might not be the right approach for enterprise UIs.  What’s more important to 
most enterprise users than fun surprises?  A sense of control and increased competence.  More 
productivity and flexibility.   

Those goals are to enterprise UIs as “I don’t want to feel stupid” is to consumer or enterprise 
UIs: almost universal.  (So differentiating between types of users becomes an “in what ways?” 
or “while doing what?” problem.) 

What’s more important to your users than an artfully designed interface with bright colors?  
One that keeps them calm while they’re stressed, as they often are, and builds their trust.   

Still, if your UI does look very dated, its users may be more reluctant to share your product 
with other people who could buy it.  

Object-oriented UX design helps you here too because it establishes UI design patterns that 
you can use not only in your own product but also in your company’s other products.  It also 
makes development easier because it allows faster changes to any element and removes 
extraneous design elements.  Chapter 5 will describe a related concept, element collages. 
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Lastly, reduce friction setting up your product. 

Some products really do require a separate implementation team to work with individual 
customers.  What if your product could set itself up based on what you know about your 
users?  There are a couple ways to approach this. 

Sensible defaults reduce users’ work in setting up a product or filling out forms.  They are 
appropriate in all but the most critical cases.  If you know what the most common option is 
for your users, go ahead and select it instead of making them think about what it should be.  
This also cuts down on support calls from users who don’t have the specialized knowledge 
that they would need to tell your product how it should work. 

Self-selection helps in cases where your product should clearly behave differently based on 
the needs of a user.  Self-selection is at work whenever corporate websites present different 
content to users based on their country or language (if not auto-detected) or their industry.  
It is your product’s response to “I am an x” or “I want to do x”. 

How can we solve this problem if we can’t travel to see our 
users? 

I never traveled at any of my development jobs.  Only some of the most senior developers 
traveled - for speaking at users’ conferences or providing onsite, on-call customer support.  
None of the companies where I was a developer sent a developer onsite to find out more 
about the users.  We would always find out about the users through third parties like trainers, 
support, project managers, or upper management. 

And this may play into this common feeling of developers: “Keep us out of meetings.  Just 
leave us alone to write our code.” 

Or these other stakeholders just believe that having developers in these meetings is 
unnecessary or costs too much. 

Remote development - and remote user research 
 
Let’s approach this problem the way that more companies are now approaching remote work. 

Every development team that I worked on used remote work in one way or another: 

* One team had key personnel who would work from home after they picked up their kids 
from school.  One subject matter expert had health problems and would always work from 
home and dial in to the office for meetings. 

* On the other three teams, I collaborated with full-time developers who were based in other 
states or other countries.  People in Maryland would stay late or come in early for 
teleconferences with them. 
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* One of these teams used a team of offshore developers for work items that were easier to 
implement.  We had several people in our company who were from the same country and 
who spoke the same first language as that team. 

* Since Maryland traffic grinds to a halt when it snows, several of these companies permitted 
anyone on their team to telework in winter weather. 

If you don’t have to be in the office to do your work, you don’t need to be in your users’ 
offices to get key insights from them. 

Fast remote research and design techniques 
Here are some techniques you can do remotely and fairly quickly: 

* Reviewing analytics for your product, assuming you have access to this data. 

* Doing a formal usability heuristic evaluation of your product or its competing products. 

* Running usability studies where your current or potential users walk through common tasks 
in your product.  This may require extra effort if your product is not web-based or an app. 

* Creating informal provisional personas to serve as design targets for your UI and UX work. 

* Drawing storyboards or sketches to show how your users will interact with your product. 

* Creating static wireframes of individual screens in your product. 

Remote-friendly with some extra work 
These techniques require more effort but can also be done remotely: 

* Conducting surveys of your users. 

* Interviewing your users over the phone or via videoconference. 

* Cataloguing and auditing your content, if you are dealing with a large website or an product 
with many screens. 

* Creating fully data-driven personas that properly model clusters of users of your product.  
(An analysis that doesn’t superimpose your hypotheses at the beginning can take days.) 

* Creating mental models to depict events in your real users’ lives. 

* Understanding how your users’ interactions with your products fit within all of their 
interactions with your company via experience mapping. 

* Building interactive prototypes of your product so that people can interact with it before 
you write any code. 
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* Presenting or reporting on your research findings to other people in your company. 

Some caveats 
However, like remote work, interacting with your users remotely has some shortcomings: 

* You can see what is on their screen with screen sharing, but you can’t see environmental 
cues around their desks that may show you what their real problems are. 

* You can’t see your users’ body language without a webcam, and it becomes harder to 
interpret silence.  

* If your user base is international, scheduling sessions with users in different time zones 
means that one or the other of you (probably you) will need to work during a time of the 
day that you don’t normally work. 

* If you’re not moderating the studies, your participants have to stick to the test script as 
well as they can.  You won’t be able to ask them questions in the middle of the test or 
redirect them to the right path if they get away from the features that you’re really trying 
to test.  

* Your users have to set up additional hardware and/or software tools for you to see them - 
which can automatically rule out less tech-savvy users - especially if they are using a mobile 
device. 

It also may be hard to convince your company’s management to let you interact with users at 
all if they think that not letting you do that has worked for them in the past. 

Still, the overarching answer is this: You don’t have to solve this entire problem all at once.  
When I lay out an overall process in Part 2, I’m not expecting you to implement the entire 
thing.  That’s why it has a section of quick wins that are all remote-friendly. 
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Summary

Effects of interface design 

• You have a lot of power when you do work that impacts UI or UX design.  It can make your 
users’ lives much better or much worse.  In some cases, it can even end their lives.  So treat 
UI and UX design seriously. 

Great product design 

• Great industrial design has some staying power.  Inventions like the Swiss Army Knife and the 
first chain-driven bicycle haven’t changed much in the past hundred years. 

• Some of the best consumer electronics and digital products now were not the first of their 
kind.  There were instant message clients before Slack, digital music players before the 
iPod, and social networks before Facebook. 

Working with guidelines 

• Good development teams have already benefited from usability, maybe most notably in its 
effects on their process and productivity.  Continuous integration, coding standards, the 
best tools money can buy, and design patterns are just a few ways that working in 
development is more “usable” now than it was for the first developers. 

• UI guidelines steer you away from ad-hoc UI design and lessen your users’ learning curve 
with your product.  Third-party UI guidelines are better for teams who don’t have access to 
skilled UX designers. 

• If you write your own UI guidelines, keep them short.  They should cover overall goals, 
consistency, feedback, error prevention, error handling, undo, input control, accessibility, 
forms, links, and sensible defaults.  And they should help you solve “gray area” design 
decisions with minimal debating (with yourself or others). 

• Be able to measure how creating or following UI guidelines helps your business.  However, it 
doesn’t automatically make your product easy to use or engage more of your users by itself.  
Third-party guidelines don’t have your specific product in mind. 

Interpreting customers’ attitudes toward your product 

• If customers are already happy with your product, read between the lines to find out how 
well they represent all of your target customers. 

• If you’re following UI guidelines and your customers aren’t happy, there might be a problem 
with your guidelines.  However, don’t go against your guidelines unless you’re very sure (and 
have confirmed with users) that your product would be better for it. 
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Improving your product with a better process 

• Enterprise products often aren’t as easy to use as consumer products.  This comes from 
teams thinking that they only have to beat their competitors, not having access to their 
users, or not seeing the hidden possibilities in their industry.  Fixing this needs to involve 
thinking of it as not just a UI problem. 

• Making your product easier to use doesn’t have to mean putting aside development to go 
see users in the field or conduct expensive lab usability studies.  You can do many 
techniques for improving UX remotely. 

• There isn’t one true one-size-fits-all process for UX design or development.  But good UX 
design processes have several things in common.  They involve systematic user research, 
ideation and idea selection based on the needs of both your users and your business, 
prototyping at progressively higher fidelities, and iterative testing with your target users. 
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Did these chapters help you?
Pre-order the whole ebook on the UX for Development Shops website. 

Here’s what’s in the rest of the ebook: 

1. Part 1: Know the Problem: “Where are we?”
1. How do most people see your product the first time they use it?
2. Why is it bad to make the UI an afterthought?
3. Why isn’t UI the “easy” part of our product design?
4. Why shouldn’t we say “the user”?
5. Why can’t we do what we think is intuitive?
6. What does “the user” really want?
7. What if the features we’re working on aren’t user-facing? 

2. Part 1: Know the Problem: Usability belongs everywhere. (That’s the free chapter above.)
1. What can we always count on to make our product easier for us to develop?
2. People are happy with our product. What’s the difference between this and “It’s easy 

to use”?
3. How can we give our users the same sense of fulfillment using our product that they 

get in using the best consumer products?
4. How can we solve this problem if we can’t travel to see our users?

3. Part 2: Design for Your Users: Understand your real target audience.
1. How do we make sure that user-centered design solves a real business problem 

without wasting our money?
2. What should we find out about our users?
3. How should we get participants for user interviews or surveys?
4. Who is our real target audience?
5. How can we know that we’re designing for the right platform?
6. How do we use what we know now to increase our competitive advantage?
7. How do we evaluate how well our existing product meets our users’ needs?

4. Part 2: Design for Your Users: Reverse engineer your product.
1. How do we make sure our product does everything better than our competitors’ 

products?
2. How can we effectively “tear down” our product if we’re the ones who built it?
3. How can we properly imagine our users’ journeys through our system and indicate 

that they’re our users, not “the user”?
4. Is simplicity always what we want, or in what ways should our product remain difficult 

to use?
5. Ok, so we did a teardown and got a long list of items to change.  How do we make 

sense of it?
6. How can we use teardowns effectively to find weak points in our competitors’ 

products?
7. When does it make sense to redesign our whole product?
8. When should we split our product?
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5. Part 2: Design for Your Users: Design from data. [expands on http://thrillandcreate.com/
process]

1. What should a redesign kickoff meeting have?
2. How can we think high-level about how users will really interact with our product?
3. What should be in a design iteration?
4. Where do wireframes belong in our process?
5. How do we make sure that our design is on the right path?
6. How do we create prototypes if none of us know Photoshop?
7. How do we properly incorporate feedback from users and stakeholders?
8. How can we make sure our product design doesn’t run off the rails during 

development and launch?
9. How do we get the right solutions out of analytics, A/B testing, and user feedback?
10.How else do we make sure that our product design remains strong for the long 

term?
11.Of all of these methods, which ones should we try first?

6. Part 3: Improve Your Product: Leave the campsite cleaner than you found it.
1. Showing stack traces to our users helps us debug our software faster.  What’s the big 

deal?
2. What should our error messages really say?
3. What mindset shift will make our product incrementally better with almost zero impact 

on our timeline and budget?
4. How do we get the “right fix” on a spelling mistake?
5. What minor changes to our product will make it look more professional?
6. We’re good at fixing the root causes of software bugs.  How do we fix the root causes 

of UI and UX bugs?
7. What approaches would help our team have a better “refactoring mindset” on the UI?
8. What are good approaches for redesigning a whole screen, page, or form?

7. Part 3: Improve Your Product: Put your product in front of potential customers.
1. How can we figure out how to make a better product without having to build a whole 

new product?
2. How do we test our product effectively if we can’t get budget approved?
3. How can we test our product if we think no one outside our company can see it?
4. How can we get better feedback on first impressions than “I like this” or “I don’t like 

this”?
5. What’s a smart way to triage feedback from a round of usability studies?

8. Part 3: Improve Your Product: Revisit release notes.
1. Do users have to know about every new feature?
2. How can our release notes have the best impact on our users?
3. How do we get users to engage with new features?

9. Part 4: Make More Money: Aim for conversions as if you were a social media startup.
1. Why should we care about conversion rates when no other products provide the 

solution that ours does?
2. What potential leaks in our product’s funnel should we pay the most attention to?
3. What are the real reasons why people don’t get my SaaS product’s free trial?
4. Does designing for beginners really fix the real problem?
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5. How can we show our product’s tools for power users without overwhelming new 
ones?

6. How do we get more people to convert from free to paid?
7. From a UX standpoint, how can we raise our prices without losing customers?
8. What do the best consumer-grade user experiences do to onboard new users?

10.Part 4: Make More Money: Sell more than a list of features.
1. What’s wrong with selling our product as a list of features?
2. How are the best products with consumer-grade UX sold?
3. How should we use user personas to sell our products?
4. How do we sell our implementation-model vCurrent?
5. How do we sell our more user-focused vNext?
6. How should we deal with objections?

11.Part 5: Grow Your Team: Hire developers who will catch this vision.
1. How do we recruit developers who care about users while still making sure that their 

main focus is development?
2. How can our developers mentor each other in UX without any UX people on our 

team?
3. What do we do with developers who don’t catch on to user-centered design?
4. Is there any such thing as a UI/UX Designer/Developer?

12. Part 5: Grow Your Team: Work with UX people who will encourage this vision.
1. What kinds of skills should our first UX consultant or hire have?
2. If I use job boards, what should be in my job description for a UX person?
3. How do we keep UX consultants from getting too carried away with expensive 

recommendations?
4. How can we give a UX consultant effective feedback that will help us make our 

product better?
5. Should we hire a UX person or a front-end developer when we only have the budget 

to hire one?
6. How can we get a better ROI in working with an independent UX consultant?
7. As a company that primarily does development, how can we be a great client for UX 

professionals?

(Since I am still editing the ebook, this list of topics is subject to change.)  

I will offer two editions.  First, I will release the Owner/Manager Edition, which is more 
strategic and addresses many of the business-related items above.  The Team Member Edition 
will focus on more tactical advice for individual developers as they do the hands-on work to 
improve your product. 
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Bonus material
With either edition, I will offer the following bonus material for a small additional cost:

• How to decide on UI guidelines: Should you write your own?  Should you adapt a different 
company’s?  Should you just stick with the App Store’s?  I walk through how to make these 
decisions based on your platform and your team’s strengths.

• How to run user surveys on Amazon Mechanical Turk: Sending a survey to a panel that 
includes “everybody” yields a lot of irrelevant data from professional survey takers.  This 
process helps me hear from the right people while also improving my reputation as an MTurk 
requester.

• How to analyze your audience: User interviews and surveys can leave you with a lot of 
data, and making sense of it can be overwhelming.  I use a technique for this in Designing for 
the Digital Age.  I’ll walk through an example showing how I move from user survey or 
interview data to personas that properly represent the respondents of the survey.

• How to prioritize design ideas: Design decisions in many projects tend to come from 
stakeholders’ opinions and implementation difficulty.  I have a template that lets you account 
for more than that.

• How to do your own visual design: This ebook’s first draft was hopelessly long, so I cut this 
section.  But it provides a solid foundation in case you or your developers have to decide on 
color schemes or typefaces.

• How to conduct usability studies like a pro: I learned user research as a student of two 
top names in the field: Steve Krug (Don’t Make Me Think) and Tomer Sharon (It’s Our 
Research).  I also have extensive experience as a UserTesting Top Tester and client.  In 
these sections, I describe how to hear from the right people, get the highest ROI you can 
from your studies, decide whether to test in person or remotely, and moderate studies 
effectively.

• How bestselling products could have made even more money: This alone represents at 
least thousands of dollars in value.  Thanks to the Internet Archive, I show you what you can 
learn from landing pages of bestselling software (like The Sims series, Microsoft Office, 
TurboTax, and JIRA) throughout the past and present.  What were they doing well?  Where 
were they leaving money on the table?  Did redesigns make their websites prettier but less 
effective?  I also examine how more effective landing pages would have helped popular 
technologies like AngularJS, Java, and Python gain more widespread adoption in businesses 
faster.  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